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“Noah has a musical talent like no other. His
professional manner and unique talent
entertains any crowd. We are honored to have
hosted such a great performer.”
—Kile Harberts-Behrends | Minnesota West College

Noah Hoehn is a fierce performer. His impassioned
harmonica performances and sincere dedication to
his craft gained him national acclaim as a three-time
winner of the prestigious McKnight Fellowship for
Performing Musicians. Noah’s energetic and distinctive

“Noah is a powerhouse musician—a triple,
quadruple threat! He is unlike anything out there
in the world of music. Absolutely in a class by
himself. An unstoppable force!!
—Mary Jane Alm
Institute of Production & Recording
“Noah steals the show with that harmonica
without even meaning to, and nobody minds at all.”
—Pat Donahue | Grammy Winner

“A modern day musical scientist”
Three-time McKnight Fellowship
for Performing Musicians winner
ONLINE: NoahHoehn.com
EPK: Sonicbids.com / NoahHoehn
WATCH: youTube.com / NoahHoehn

playing has been heard in concert halls, festivals and
on national radio programs. Now it is his solo show
that is truly unequaled. His singular vision to unite the
sounds of new blues and marimba pop is accomplished
with an incomparable live looping system. Saucy
harmonica and cool marimba are looped and layered
upon a foundation of acoustic grooves freeing him to
sing and play at the same time.

Workshops
The Loops in Your Life
In this interactive workshop Noah makes the
connection between the growing performance
medium of live-looping and our everyday lives.
Topics include:
- Looping… You! Noah gives volunteers the
opportunity to loop on stage.
- The Groove of Modern Life: Loops permeate our
music and our lives.
- Looping and Song Form: What is possible for the
one-man-band?
- MIDI = Flexibility: The power of programming.

Beginning Harmonica Workshop!
In this fun and informative workshop everyone
will learn how to get started playing this portable
and popular instrument. Noah will teach you
what you need to get started and have you playing
simple songs when you’re done. He will have
information and resources for those who want to
take the next step because everyone gets to keep
their harmonica!
*Note: There is an extra fee to cover the cost of
the harmonicas

Good Art Loves Good Business
Meant to inspire and motivate future artists and
entrepreneurs, Noah discusses strategies for
maintaining a full-time career as an artist. Topics
include “Blue Ocean Strategy”, grant writing, and
multiple streams of income.

For College Bookings:

The Influence of Blues
An engaging look at an All-American medium that
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is vibrant and flourishing. Noah talks about how
he fell in love with the Blues and shows that we all
know and love this music in some form or another.

noahhoehn.com

